Shamanism

In the Native American tradition, a Shaman is a spiritual healer. It has been said that a
Shaman is gifted with the ability to walk between the worlds, that being of this earth earth
dimension, as well as, all of the Infinite Dimensions, Infinite Universes, and Infinite Parallel
Universes within The Pure Consciousness of the Cosmic Infinite Circle of the Universal
Source of All That Is. A Shaman remembers, embraces, and treasures the Infinitely Spiritual
Soul BEing of Light that they are and of their spiritual gifts and utilizes those gifts as a
means to be a clear channel of Vibrational Healing Through Infinite Radiant Well~BEing,
Absoulute love, Infinite Light, and message to all souls whom come to them seeking assistance
on their spiritual journey. A Shaman goes through what we call here on this earth dimension
as many initiations both physically and spiritually, two BEing One. These initiations are gifts
that are gifted to the Shaman from Source within Infinite Agreement; as this Shaman has so
chosen on a soulful resonance for these initiations to occur before incarnating into any gift
Life Experience. This enables the Shaman to remember, embrace, and treasure the all inclusive
inner wisdom of Source so as to assist others on their spiritual path in Spiritual Oneness.
Does this mean that on a physical level a Shaman is able to rid the physical body of all illness
within them in order to be a Shaman? Does this mean that a Shaman will be able to "heal" as
in get rid of all physical illnesses from within the physical body of others? The answer to both
questions is No. For while a Shaman has the ability to be a clear channel of healing, the
healing is free from being "done" by a Shaman. The Shaman knows that they are simply (as
simple as) the clear channel for Vibrational Healing Through Infinite Radiant Well~BEing,
Absoulute love, Infinite Light, and message; that this soul requesting the healing and is

choosing to BE within a resonance of Vibrational Healing Through Infinite Radiant
Well~BEing, Absoulute love, Infinite Light, and message themselves, is in fact what heals
them. The Shaman knows that healing, in whichever form it takes on and if any is meant to
occur, will simply occur within the soul whom is requesting the healing if they choose it to be
healed, to BE Infinite Radiant Well~BEing, Absoulute love, Infinite Light. The Shaman
then also knows that all physical manifestations of healing are free from being meant to be
what we term on this earth dimension as eradicated. For the Shaman knows that there are
moments that the Great Spirit in co-creation with us as a soul, have agreed that an illness or
an event that has occurred to be present and stay present for a particular time, even for an
entire Life Experience for the Soul Rememberings Through Life Experience that this soul and
all souls that soul touches are being invited to remember, embrace, and treasure.
Does one call themselves a Shaman? No, because in the Native American culture it is
considered to be rude and boastful to call oneself a Shaman. Other souls whom have seen and
can attest to a Shamans spiritual healing, readings, spiritual guidance, and other infinite
forms of spiritual wisdom may revere and so call the Shaman as such but it is free from being
up to the Shaman to do so. Being revered as a Shaman and therefore BEing a Shaman in the
Native American culture is a way of life, free from being 'just something that you do'.
Shamans walk the spiritual life with reverence themselves, walking in Absoulute Love,
beauty, peace, and balance with all, for all, and of things of this earth earth dimension and
within all of the Infinite Dimensions, Infinite Universes, and Infinite Parallel Universes. The
totems within animal or other infinite forms that come forth, that are gifted to the Shaman to
assist them with their journey here on this earth dimension.
These totems stay with the Shaman infinitely as both the Shaman and the totem have agreed
to on a soulful resonance, Spiritual Soul BEing to Spiritual Soul BEing, as One. The earth
dimensional concept of numbers of Life Experiences (or lifetimes as we call it here on this
earth dimension) is free from being of any consequence to the Shaman, as the Shaman
experiences the all inclusive inner wisdom of Universal Source of All That Is tin which all
Life Experiences are lived instantaneously, simultaneously, and synchronistically as One Life;
that it is just a matter of which Life Experience that we choose to focus on within this
moment within this physical body that gifts us with this Life Experience. The totem can be
presented in the form of a rock being such as a rock, a feather or a shell found on the shores of

a beach, a crystal, an animal in spirit or physically here on this earth dimension, or anything
that is of this earth dimension that gifts the Shaman the ability to remember, embrace, and
treasure our connection with the Great Spirit. A Shaman works with as many totems as they
have chosen to before they incarnated into any Life Experience, although memory of this
choosing may be free from being remembered until much later in the Shaman's initiations.
These totems along with other guidance and wisdom from Source are what is known in the
Native American tradition as the earth dimension Shamanic medicine that a Shaman carries
with them and within them always, In All Ways, infinitely.

Totems, Animal Totems, and Spirit Guides

Source wonders if we realize that there are mentors and guides are all around us in every
moment here on this earth dimension? They are free from BEing just Spirit Guides in the
spiritual sense that we consider Spirit to be here on this earth dimension. Every soul, even the
soul who is considered on this earth dimension as an ordinary soul walking on the street or
whom we meet in an elevator are mentors and guides to us and for us, although we may be and
they may even be unaware of it.
Everyone in our Life Experience is a guide and a mentor ~ a mirror for the Soul Rememberings
through Life Experience that we chose to incarnate here to remember, embrace, and treasure.
Even those souls whom we term as "enemies" here on this earth dimension are our guides and
mentors. These souls can often be our best friends on this earth dimension as they come to us to
assist us in showing us the mirror of the Soul Rememberings that up until that moment that
we have been choosing to be free from choosing to remember, embrace, and treasure. These souls

may gift us the appearance of being “mean” or “annoying” and so on, however, as we will come
to know of Source’s wisdom as we go through this Spiritual Treasure Chest we call a book, the
souls that we perceive as souls who hurt us, or annoy us or that we consider to be enemies, are
really our most profound mentors and guides.
So often we reside within The Ego Self of the Soul’s illusion of experiencing the e~motion of
being affronted and offended by what a soul says, does, and by who they are choosing to be
within each moment, yet this soul is showing us or gifting us with the spiritual wisdom and
Soul Rememberings that we are being invited to remember, embrace, and treasure; the very
Soul Rememberings that we chose before we incarnated here with our Spirit Council to
incarnate here on this earth dimension to remember, embrace, and treasure. In the moment that
another soul gifts us this gift of a Soul Remembering, as we will see throughout this Spiritual
Treasure Chest we call a book, that we have a choice. We can choose to remember, embrace,
and treasure the Soul Remembering(s) that this mentor and guide gifts us and thank them for
the present that they have gifted us graciously. We can choose to be free from accepting this
gift and choose to be free from remembering, embracing, and treasuring this (these) Soul
Remembering gift(s), or anything infinitely in~between this as an infinite choice. As we will
come to see, it is our Choice in each moment as to who we choose to be and what we choose to
resonate with and within in this Life Experience within this game we call LIFE (Living
Infinitely From Experience).

There are many totems that have chosen me as I have chosen them to guide me on my spiritual
journey. All totems are our mentors and guides, just as we are their mentors and guides; it is as
One, One Infinite Circle. The dolphin which brings Absoulute Love, Infinite Light, FUN

(Feeling Universal kNowledge), and playfulness, and the ability to gift birth to all creation is
One such totem I embrace. Another is that of the Lemurian seed crystal that is the pillar of my
healing altar as The Spiritual Telephone (more about this is within the Lemurian webpage)
and is an amazing rock being. The faeries are also one of the totems I embrace, as is Merkaba,
and the Crystal Beam Essence Lighthouse totems I have come to know. Channelings from
what we call here on this earth dimension as the Ascended Masters of Nenari , Natu, The
Christ Consciousness, Archangel Metatron are some of the Infinitely Spiritual Light BEing
within their earth dimensionally gifted names that I co-created with as well on my spiritual
journey. In these ways and infinitely others does a Shaman work with Spirit Guides, Totems,
and Mentors.

The Unicorn has been my spiritual totem since birth, guiding me with flying closer to spirit
with the wisdom of the skies since I was a small child. As a child on this earth dimension in
this Life Experience, the Unicorn was my main animal totem. Drawn I was to the animal
totem of the Unicorn and had many stuffed animal Unicorns and collected them for many
earth dimensional years as well. The Unicorn was the animal I could connect with and speak
to telepathically. The Unicorn aided me in my OBE’s (Out of Body Experiences) astral
projections after I unconsciously went out of my body after the first time on the playground
that day when I was nine (I speak of this later in the Spiritual Treasure Gift (Chapter) in
Infinity). Also, there were moments as a child when I was being physically beaten by my
mother, that I would close my eyes and with the Peggi’s assistance (Peggi was this earth
dimensional name for my Unicorn Animal Totem Guide), I would astrally project my spiritual
form out of the physical body and onto the back of Peggi flying in the purple and pink skyline
just after the sun had set. This was how my soul would come to be able to handle as a child
what the physical body at that moment was free from being able to comprehend for the Soul
Remembering Through Life Experience in Forgiveness that I would come to know as an adult
which I share later in this Spiritual Treasure Gift (Chapter) by that same title.
While my first Shaman teacher Whitefeather always called me Anashakia (or 'kia' for short
he would call me which I always thought was Lakota and in essence it is as Lakota is in

essence Lemurian based and is of the light language of All That Is and Anashakia is Lemurian
for Dancing Dolphin) I never put two and two together. The dolphin came to be within
me officially during an NTHE (Near Transitional Home Experience or as some souls say here
on this earth dimension as an NDE) that the physical body that my soul resides in experience
in the end of 1999 that the animal totem of the Dolphin birthed itself within me. the dolphin
came to me within a meditation and impregnated me as it were with the re~awakening of my
spiritual gifts. It was then that I was also gifted with the Shamanic Spirit name of Dancing
Dolphin Diamondlady which was the culmination of what Whitefeather called me all those
earthly years ago that I had forgotten and Sources gift to me in that moment. It has taken me
many earth dimensional years to complete the birthing process, as I resisted for many years
hiding my spiritual gifts off and on , but give birth I finally did.:) I now know that this
process was all apart of the many initiations that I have gone through in coming to BE the
light of who I am and walking the Shaman path.
During this NTHE, the Dolphin spoke with me and shared with me the wisdom of this
Animal Totem I was being birthed into if I so chose it to be. Oiaoo was this Dolphin Animal
Totem’s earth dimensional name, which is the sound that a Dolphin creates when speaking
through the breath of LIFE. Oiaoo revealed the wisdom that the Dolphin speaks to us of the
breath of LIFE (Living Infinitely From Existence), the thing that as Spiritual Soul BEings
within our physical human form that we are free from being without for more than a few
earth dimensional minutes. The physical body can live free from water and food for days, but
oxygen is the source of physical body sustenance. Within the breath we encounter the rhythm
of energy that all life emits. In changing the rate or rhythmic texture of our breath, we can tap
into any other life~form or creature. This is a very easy way to remember our connection with
divine energy coming from within us, from within Animal Totems, as well as, from The Pure
Consciousness of the Cosmic Infinite Circle of the Universal Source of All That Is that we are
and emanate from.
The Animal Totem of the Dolphin is the keeper of the sacred breath of LIFE (Living
Infinitely From Existence), as it is One Infinite Breath. They assists us with shifting from the
e~motions of The Ego Self of the Soul into the feelings of Absoulute Love, Bliss, Peace, Joy,
and Spiritual Oneness (as The Infinitely Spiritual Light BEing shares with us this resonance
of shifting later on in this Spiritual Treasure Chest we call a book) through Dolphin breath.

Dolphin creates a seamless effortless rhythm, breathing before submerging into the water to
swim through the water, holding its breath for the duration of underwater travel.
As Dolphin comes to the surface again, it blows its breath out in a manner resembling the
popping sound like we would make by placing the finger in the mouth, placing it to the side
and pulling out in a Pop! sound. We can use this popping technique to pull or shift the
e~motions we experience into pure Bliss, Absoulute Love and Peace and create total
relaxation and Spiritual Oneness. This earth dimension’s word called Manna is the source of
all LIFE. Manna is present in every atom, every molecule, every cell, and every essence of
energy of The Pure Consciousness of the Cosmic Infinite Circle of the Universal Source of All
That Is’s essence. Oiaoo shares that we can use this LIFE source energy ~ this manna through
our breath. It revitalizes each cell, each organ, each energetic vibration to shift the illusions we
perceive as limits and dimensions of physical reality so that we may enter the Infinite
Universes and dimensions of Spiritual Oneness Multi~Dimensionality. Just as the Dolphin is,
we are the game~playing, FUN~experiencing creatures; We are the Dolphins of the Universe
experiencing this game called LIFE (Living Infinitely From Experience).
It was within this experience with Oiaoo, that I was also gifted with the Soul Remembering
of BEing One with an Animal Totem Spirit and thus within BEing One with the animals
physical essence here on this earth dimension. Oiaoo Multi~Dimensionally traveled with me to
show me this inner physical BEing of each animal on a cellular and soul resonance. I was able
to see, sense, and have an inner wisdom of the soul essence, thoughtenergies, and physical
cellular energetic BEing of each animal and each of the infinite forms of all Spiritual Soul
BEings. In this travel I was gifted with the remembering of this as we all are able to BE this
if we choose to, as this is what I have been able to do since I was a child with seemingly
inanimate objects, it was just that I chose to BE in a resonance of spiritual amnesia about this
and it was through this Multi~Dimensional travel with Oiaoo that brought me back into this
Soul Remembering of BEing One with the infinite forms of all Spiritual Soul BEings. These
totems are my instructors, my mentors, my guides on the spiritual path I walk within this
lifetime. And I am theirs, for as much as they have to show me and guide me within the
remembering, embracing, and treasuring of the Infinitely Spiritual Light BEing that I am, so
do I gift to these Spiritual Soul BEings the reflection of the Infinitely Spiritual Light BEing
that these totems are through the reflection of who I am choosing to BE.

There are infinitely other Animal Totems that are here to guide us on our LIFE journey as
Spiritual Soul BEings. Each animal may present itself to us in infinite ways. Each animal has
its own guidance to provide us. There are a plethora of books, websites, and other physical
information on this earth dimension that seeks to gift us with what each Animal Totem is
“supposed” to mean. We search for these books for meanings simply because we reside within
the fear of The Ego Self of the Soul ~ fear of going within to remember the meanings and the
messages of our own Divine Free Choice through Source’s guidance in the form of these
Animal Totem Guides, and infinitely other Spirit Guides and Mentors.
The Infinitely Spiritual Light BEing or the Master Artist or Source brings forth the wisdom
that rather than “seeking” something through a book or a website or a class and so on, that we
all are invited to instead Step Into Spiritual Oneness and be willing to listen ~ listen to the
guidance that is coming forth to us about what Spirit Guides are here to guide us, what each
Spirit Guide or Animal Totem Guide means to us, and utilize this guidance in our LIFE.
Source knows that we will ask ~ How do I do come to know my Spirit Guides, Animal
Totems, and Spiritual Mentors? How do I know what to listen for as to their meanings? And,
How can I experience the inner wisdom of each Spiritual Soul BEing in physical form, in
animal form, in inanimate object form, in the infinite forms? Source shares that this can come
in two forms being as One ~ Meditation through the Language of Source (The Soul
Rememberings gifted within the last Spiritual Treasure Gift (Chapter)) and Transferring our
Consciousness into other infinite forms.

A Shaman also utilizes the gifts from Source on this earth dimension within the earth
dimensional medicines of herbs and homeopathic for its infinite uses as catalysts for
Vibrational Healing and Wholistic (meaning combining the spirit and the physical body two
BEing as One) Intuitive Healing within infinite resonances.

Spiritual Soul Traveling Through Dreams

The Shaman also utilizes the dreamtime as a portal between the Infinite Dimensions, Infinite
Universes, and Infinite Parallel Universes within The Pure Consciousness of the Cosmic
Infinite Circle of the Universal Source of All That Is. For the Shaman experiences the all
inclusive inner wisdom that what we call here on this earth dimension as our dreamtime is
really our Spiritual Soul Traveling Moments within the One Infinite Moment, and that occurs
so that while the physical body sleeps since the machine in the form of the body invites itself to
rest, that our soul being infinite, then travels within the Infinite Dimensions, Infinite
Universes, and Infinite Parallel Universes to experience and to receive messages which we
bring forth back into this Life Experience on this earth dimension. Thus, when we come back
into the physical body and "wake up" we then call on this earth dimension these visitations
and messages "dreams". Dreamtime is especially helpful in receiving messages if we are free
from being consciously aware of during the physical body's awake time.
A Shaman also utilizes the gifts of sharing the all inclusive inner wisdom of Source with all
souls when the come to them seeking that wisdom and guidance so that their soul may come to
remember, embrace, and treasure the Gift Of Divinity (GOD) within them, just as the
Shamans does. For the Shaman knows that the greatest gift is to be the clear channel, creating
the space for other souls to be able to remember and embrace the light of who they are of their
volition as the answers already and always, Always Ready to gift birth and within All
infinite Ways, reside with us and within us, to shine forth that light within.

